
                                         New York City!
                                                                                                         McKana, August 9, 2020

2 Corinthians 13:1
This will be my third visit to you.“Every matter must be established by the testimony of two or 
three witnesses.” 
                                                 ---------------///////////---------------
This vision from the Lord was posted here one year earlier on August 2, 2019.
(https://444prophecynews.com/the-power-of-fire-and-water-tsunami-mckana/). I saw today the 
prophetic word from 3M PROPHESIES which similar to what I saw.  Seeing the closeness of the time 
and realizing the involvement of the life of many millions, I though it will be good to post it again to 
make sure the warning is out for all and clear our doubts about few of the questions raised when the 
vision was posted. New we have more than three wtnesses. 

New York city in flames from Nuclear attack!
(Vision of  October 24, 2016 9:52 AM)
Last night I didn’t sleep since 3:00AM. I had a rough morning, sick until I hate everything (sorry for 
the word). I sat, saw the news and closed my eyes. The condition and my situation doesn’t permit me to
think about anything but to have a small rest. I was swiftly drifting, gone for few minutes. I didn’t ask 
for it nor thought about it. What I saw shook me to the bones.
I saw New York city in flames, burning from nuclear attack. It is destroyed . When I see that, I said to 
myself, all what they are talking about came to be true. It was so real, in my face, as if I was there 
close to the action, I was shocked. It was an instant but very, very real. At the very moment, I saw 
Trump in a flash flew on the air right by the flaming city. I saw him speed passed behind the flame to 
the right, on the air. I don’t know what it means but that is what I saw. I saw what many have seen, The 
timing is what matters. This thing looks so close, God knows the time.

Remeber where judgemnts starts.

                                    Repent! Repent! Repent!
                                         We are at the End.
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